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Fast and Simple 2D Shape Retrieval Using Discrete Shock Graph

Solima KHANAM†, Seok-Woo JANG††, Nonmembers, and Woojin PAIK†a), Member

SUMMARY In this letter, we propose an effective method to retrieve
images from a 2D shape image database using discrete shock graphs com-
bined with an adaptive selection algorithm. Experimental results show that
our method is more accurate and fast than conventional approaches and
reduces computational complexity.
key words: medial axes, shock graph, deform cost, visual transformation,
computational complexity

1. Introduction

Object retrieval using shape information is one of the most
important topics in CBIR (content-based image retrieval) ar-
eas. The visual instability and computational complexity are
two significant issues for shape-based retrieval. Researchers
have tried extensively to decrease the time taken for shape-
based object retrieval without a loss of visual stability in
many real-life applications like crime prevention and medi-
cal diagnoses. The problem of visual instability is solved in
the work of Sebastian et al. [1] by using shock-graph-based
skeletal approach, which allowed them to achieve 100% ac-
curacy for 216 images of the Kimia database. Because of
joint curve matching, the total time complexity of [1] is
O(x3y3), where x and y are the number of nodes from query
and database image. To reduce time complexity, a skeleton-
based approach is proposed by Latecki’s group [2]. Accord-
ing to them, instability occurs due to the junction points (or
branch points) of the skeleton, and therefore, matching is
only done with respect to end points. In contrast, Zaboli et
al. [3] and Goh [4] reduced time complexity using branch
points only. However, considering only branch or only end
points is not always accurate, because some images, like
those of a circle, may not have any end points. On the other
hand, different images may have the same branch points.
Therefore, we developed an adaptive weighing algorithm to
choose branch or end points based on the situation [5]. This
reduces the sample points and decreases running time. How-
ever, it does not yet help to reduce the time complexity of the
retrieval.

In this letter, we propose an idea of a discrete shock
graph-based shape retrieval which reduces time complexity
O(x3y3) to O(xy). Also, combining our new approach with
adaptive selection [5], we decrease the value of x (number
of nodes), which further helps to reduce the running time in
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the case of O(xy).

2. Shock-Based Representation of a Shape

For the purpose of similarity measure, shape can be rep-
resented relying on two main approaches: one is shape
contour and the other is shape interiors. The interior-
based approaches show better performance than contour-
based approaches in handling instability existing in an im-
age database. Skeleton-based shape interior which con-
sists of different nodes and links represent a shape intrin-
sically [2]. The skeleton-based approaches show superior-
ity to the contour-based approaches by providing topologi-
cal and geometrical information as well as showing robust-
ness against visual transformations. Medial axis is one of
the most important skeleton-based features that can be de-
fined as the locus of the centers (called singularities or shock
points) of maximal circles which touches the boundary at
least at two points, as in Fig. 1. The points which touches
the boundary are referred to as characteristic points (a and
b in Fig. 1) and endowed with geometric and dynamic infor-
mation [1].

Shock graph is an idea which arises from the concept
of medial axis augmented with some additional dynamic
properties. In a shape, shock graph dynamically interprets
the path of a moving particle with associated direction and
speed of flow [1]. For these additional properties, shock
graph can capture a shape that is complete and unique. Ac-
cording to the type of tangency and the number of touching
points on the boundary, a shock point can be of first, sec-
ond, third or fourth order. The loci of all the shock points in
Fig. 1 give the Blum’s medial axis and also the idea of the

Fig. 1 Segmented shape showing bitangent circle, medial axis, branch
point, end point and characteriristic points (a, b).
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whole shock graph [6].
The second and fourth order shocks are the generic

cases of shock orders which are involved in occurring in-
stability in shape retrieval [2], [3]. The second order shocks
are the sources of flow while the fourth order shocks are
termination points of flow [1], which represent branch and
end points, respectively. These end and branch points will
be used as shape descriptors in our proposed approach to
represent and retrieve an image from a database. In our re-
trieval application, the shock points which constitute a shock
graph of a query image are matched to the corresponding
shock points of a database image. However, a shock graph
descriptor makes any retrieval task complex. Our discrete
shock graph-based approach solved the complexity in a sim-
ple way without a loss of accuracy. Adaptive weighing of
the shock points [5] used by our approach selects the end
points or branch points from the images, which reduces the
complexity. The detailed description of the proposed shape
retrieval is discussed in Sect. 3.

3. Shock Point-Based Shape Retrieval Scheme

At the starting of retrieval task, we adaptively select the
nodes (shock points) of the images corresponding to the
given query [5]. The time complexity of the selection algo-
rithm is O(x), where x is the number of nodes. For match-
ing, we use shock point matching and edit operations in a
discrete way. Instead of a joint curve (corresponding bound-
aries of the shock graph) idea [1], which is computationally
complex, we will match the shock points of the query with
those of a database image. In this part, matching cost be-
tween shock graphs is measured by discretizing the graph
into branch or end nodes. Let two segments of shock graphs
be discretized at sample nodes. These nodes can be con-
sidered as elements of a matrix (m by n). Let C(i, j) and
d([k, j], [l, j]) be the matching cost of graphs and segments,
respectively. Therefore, the cost of shock point matching
C(i, j) will be

C(i, j) = min
k,l

[C(i−k, j−l)+d([i−k, i], [ j−l, j])] (1)

Here, the number of sub-problems solved by a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm is x × y where x and y are the number
of shock points (nodes) between graphs from the query and
data image. Therefore, computing the C(i, j) needs com-
plexity of order O(xy).

To deal with a visual transformation, we will consider
deform cost resulting from the edit operation like contract
and splice. Contract is related to removing the branch points
and splice cost is related to removing the end points in
Fig. 2 (i) and Fig. 2 (ii), respectively [1]. Thus, contract cost
is the difference between the total number of branch nodes
from the query and data images. Similarly, splice cost is
the difference between the total number of end points from
query and data images. Let BPq and EPq be the branch point
difference and end point difference, respectively. Therefore,
the deform cost will be either contract cost or splice cost.

Fig. 2 The figures show edit operations: (i) contract removes branch
point, bp and (ii) splice removes end point, ep. Finally, the interior point is
merged.

Calculating splice or contract cost gives rise to the complex-
ity of max{O(x),O(y)}. Finally, the total cost will be the sum
of the shock point matching cost and deform cost. The total
matching cost, Mq can be written as

Mq = C(i, j) + Dq (2)

where C(i, j), Dq and q represent matching cost, deform cost
and the number of images, respectively. By applying the
algorithm 1, we can calculate the matching cost step by step.

Algorithm 1
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Fig. 3 Architecture of the proposed scheme.

Thus, the proposed retrieval measure has two steps: se-
lection of shock points and cost measurement for retrieval.
Figure 3 depicts the architecture of the proposed method.

4. Result and Discussion

To verify the performance of the suggested shape retriev-
ing algorithm, we tested it on the MPEG-7 dataset [7].
We used this dataset without any kind of change to get
the performance results in the presence of instability in the
dataset. Retrieval performance of our approach is excellent
(in Fig. 4) up to the 3rd retrieval both for transformed and
non-transformed images. Moreover, retrieval rate is 100%
where instability does not occur in the database (e.g. bone
images in Fig. 4). Comparative study has not been provided
due to the unavailability of skeleton-based shape retrieval
approaches which use MPEG-7 database. We have also
tested our approach with a Kimia dataset of 216 images [1].
It is clear from Fig. 5 that our method performed the same
or better than the recent approaches [2], [4]. We see that, up
to the 3rd retrieval, the proposed approach shows the same
performance as the recent approaches [1], [2], [4] and bet-
ter performance for the 5th to the 10th retrieval (except for
the 4th retrieval). The skeletal graph method [2] shows bet-
ter performance only for the 4th retrieval and has a sharp
fall after the 5th retrieval. The gradient vector approach [4]
shows lower performance than our approach after the 4th re-
trieval. Therefore, in terms of retrieval performance, the ap-
proach [2] and [4] are not as good as our approach. Though
shock graph approach [1] has almost the same performance
as our approach, however, the method [1] is avoided due
to its computational complexity [2]. Therefore, our method
does not affect the accuracy at all. Moreover, our main goal
is to reduce the complexity without a loss of accuracy.

In terms of computational complexity, our approach
shows best performance compared to the other skeletal-
based methods (Table 1). The total complexity will be
O(xy), [total complexity= (selection algorithm = O(x)) +

Fig. 4 Distance measure (matching cost) for shape retrieval using 3
groups of 15 images (bone, camel, and cattle) from the MPEG-7 database.

Fig. 5 Comparing shape retrieval performance (in percentage, up to 10th
retrieval) of our approach to some other skeletal-based approaches using
the Kimia 216 database [1], [2].

(shock points matching = O(xy)) + (deform cost = O(x))
= {O(x) + O(xy) + O(x)} = max{O(xy),O(x)} = O(xy)].
However, complexity tells little about running time; the ef-
ficiency of an algorithm depends upon data size [8]. A
problem with complexity O(xy) is still NP hard; however,
we can decrease the running time by reducing the sample
points. The important thing is that our approach reduces
running time by selecting the sample points before match-
ing. The average running time for matching two images is
0.09 seconds on a regular Pentium-IV 2.5 GHz PC, where
the previous running time for a shock-based approach was
0.17 for two segments [1]. Moreover, the methods [2] and
[4] are specialized to end points and branch points, respec-
tively. However, our approach shows robustness in handling
shapes with different complex interiors.
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Table 1 Performance of the proposed approach compared to the other
skeletal-based approaches with respect to complexity analysis.

5. Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, a skeleton-based approach

that adaptively considers all shock points by reducing the
time complexity for shape retrieval has not yet been exam-
ined for a large database of MPEG-7. In this letter, we
proposed and implemented an idea of discrete calculation
of shock-based edit cost which is less complex than tradi-
tional shock-based shape retrieval. Moreover, the selection
of nodes before matching helps to reduce running time with-
out a loss of accuracy. A detailed comparative study of our
approach applied in a real-life image database is under in-
vestigation.
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